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In February 1770, a rebellion broke out among the Greek inhabitants in 

the Maina district, the southern part of the Morea Peninsula, assisted by 

Russian military support. Spreading quickly to the entire peninsula, the 

rebellion transformed its nature from revolt against Ottoman rule to the 

national independence movement. Nevertheless, the Ottoman government 

sent her army so rapidly to the peninsula that it was suppressed in a short 

duration following the battle of Tripolic;;e, the administrative center of the 

Morea province, on 9 April in the same year. But this event lent an initial 

impetus to the movements for national independence which evolved after 

1821.2 ) 

While earlier studies on this event were undertaken chiefly from the 

position of attaching importance to its relationship with the Russian policy 

of southern advancement and they accordingly stressed on such phases of the 

event as, the activities of espionage missions sent to the peninsula to incite 

the Greeks for the rebellion by the Russian Empress, Katharine II, who had 

intended to establish a firm influence on the Balkans, and as the concerted 

military operations between the Greek leaders and the Russian army officers.3 l 

This paper will attempt to bring into focus the substantial role of Greek 

notables (kocaba$is) and the relationship of the rebellion to the history of the 

Ottoman Empire. The subject will be discussed from the following three 

points of view: 
1) The actual state of Ottoman rule over the Morea Peninsula preceding the 

rebellion. 
2) The role played by the Greek notables in the rebellion. 

3) The role played by the Turkish notables (a'yiins) through the suppression 

process of the rebellion. 

1. The Turkish Historical Sources. on the Rebellion of 1770 

The Turkish historical sources pertaining to the rebellion of 1770 are 

abundant. First of all, one should refer to the chronicle histories written by 

the palace chroniclers on every aspect of the study of· Ottoman history. Of 

these chronicle histories, that of Sadullah Enveri4 l and Ahmed Vasif5 l contain 

the descriptions on the rebellion of 1770. Although they only formally 
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manifest the Ottoman government's viewpoint, one can obtain the idea about 
the general outline of the event from them. Next, one can refer to such 
sources privately edited as chronicles, letters, memorandums and so on. Of 
these kind of sources, Siileyman Penah Efendi's work, "A Short History of the 
Morea Peninsula" is the sole work which describes in detail on the event.6 l 

Furthermore, the most important Turkish historical sources are, doubt
lessly, the archival documents preserved in the -General Department of the 
Ottoman Archive attached to the Prime Minister's Office (Ba~bakanlzk Osmanlz 
Ar~ivi Genel M ildilrlilgil) and the Archive Section of the Topkap1 Palace 
Museum, both in Istanbul; and other museums in Turkey and Balkan 
countries. These archival documents regarding the rebellion, mostly pertain 
with the organizations and operations of the Ottoman army corps to suppress 
the rebellion. But some are documents relating to the petitions applied to 
the Government by Greeks after the rebellion had been suppressed, and 
relating to the confiscation of the Greeks' properties who had fled or died 
during the rebellion. 

2. Actual State of Ottoman Rule on the Morea Peninsula 

After the conclusion of the Treaty of Passarowitz in 1718, which made 
possible for the Ottoman Empire to restore the peninsula under her rule, 
the Ottoman government at once appointed a governor (viili) to this newly 
conquered peninsula. Following this, the feudal cavalrymen (sipahis) and 
guardsmen (muhafzzs) were stationed at the peninsula to protect the peninsula 
from probable attacks of enemies, and Turks who had escaped to Anatolia 
during the Venetian rule, were forced to re-immigrate to the peninsula, and 
also land surveyings were conducted. The Morea Peninsula was thus inte
grated into the Empire as a eyalet (province). 

It is a well known fact to the scholars of the history of the Ottoman 
Empire that something like the-feudal system called the Timar System, basing 
on the state landownership Principle and peasant's small landholdings, had 
been firmly established over the entire provinces in Anatolia and the Balkans 
throughout the 15th and 16th centuries. Thus the sultan's authority had pene
trated into the entire provinces mentioned above. However, this system was 
continuously disintegrated since the last decade of the 16th century, and a 
new political and social regime had appeared by the mid-18th century. This 
new regime was built up on big farms (r;if tliks) based upon the quasi-private 
landownership, in one part, and on the introduction of taxfarming (iltizam) 
in the other. The result of this transformation of the landholding and 
taxation system was the rise of the local notables in power. They had ex
cluded the administrative authority of v'iiti,s and mutasarrzfs (a governor of a 
sancak, subdivision of an eyalet), and had obtained such magistrate offices in 
their hands as miltesellimlik (an office in place of mutasarrzf), voyvodalzk (an 
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office affiliated with the tax-collection from the sultan's or high official's 

domains) and a'yiinlzk (an office connected with the district administration) 

etc. The local administrations therefore had been transformed from the 

centralized administration by the sultans to the decentralized and magistrate 

administration by a'yiins since the second half of the 18th century.7l 

The Morea peninsula was not an exception from this transformation of 

the society within the Empire. It was since I 747 that a system of taxfarming 

called miilikiine (taxfarming for life) was introduced to the peninsula. This 

system however caused the continuous struggles among local notables, both 

Muslim and Christian, concerning taxfarming rights and local administrative 

offices such as, miltesellimlik) niiiblik (a deputy office of a judge: kadz), a'yiinlzk 

and kocaba$zlzk (an office as the communal leader of the Greek society). As 

a result, viilis) voyvodas and kadzs had lost their authority, and people were 

faced with the danger of oppression by local notables. Siileyman Penah Efendi 

who was familiar with the actual state of the peninsula describes for instance, 

the problems caused by the magistrate administration of districts as follows: 

"Since kadz's district administration had been substituted with niiibs', 

sarriifs (money-changers) and kapz kethildiiszs (an agent of local notables 

in Istanbul) appeared in Istanbul, and they began to sell and buy the 

offices of the district administration as if they had possessed them as a 

private fortune. As a result the kadz's monthly wage increased from 

100 kuru$ (piastre) to 700 to 800 or more. Even the sultan's firman was 

not effective to reduce it."8 l 

Pointing out further problems caused by the magistrate administration, 

Siileyman Penah asserted that the central government should directly ad

ministrate the Morea by abolishing the taxfarming system and the magistrate 

gov-ernment administered by local notables. In spite of Siileyman Penah's 

assertion, this form of government had been deeply rooted throughout the 

provinces in Anatolia and the Balkans including the Morea. 

In addition, the guardsmen of the fortresses positioned to defend the 

Ottoman sovereignty on the peninsula, were scattered in various areas, and 

the fortresses themselves were wasted. Muhsin-zade Mehmet Pa§a who was 

appointed as the commander of the Anaboli (Nafplion) fortress just before 

the outbreak of the rebellion, reported the miserable conditions of the fortress 

as follows: 

"Although the above mentioned fortress (Anaboli) is the most important 

fortress for the defence of the peninsula, there is no weapon usable. More

over, the number of guardsmen are quite limited due to the negligence 

of the government. Even the remaining guardsmen had left their duty, 

and had scattered here and there. (ellipsis) There is nothing to eat except 
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some wheat. Armories and, in particular, the palace built by christians 
in which the guardsmen should be stationed were completely wasted, and 
I myself am staying at this moment in a private house." 9 ) 

This situation must not be the exception only to the Anaboli fortress. 
· Thus the Morea peninsula had been almost defenseless. 

3. The Rise of Kocaba§lS in the Peninsula 

It is a fact that the rebellion of 1770 had not only been strategically 
organized for the purpose of the Russian policy of southern advancement, but 
also it consequently became the national independence movement of Greeks 
against Ottoman rule on which character this paper will pay due,,attention. 
It therefore depended upon the attitude of kocabaszs to this event, whether 
the rebellion would simply result as a disturbance by Manyots living in the 
Maina region, or it would develop to a national movement; and whether it 
would result in success or in failure. 

We should therefore examine the function of kocabasz in the Greek 
society, at first, and then the role played by them in the event. It is a well 
known fact that the Ottoman policy for the Christian subjects (the Millet 
System) had given to them full autonomy concerning communal affairs 
under the leadership of kocabasz as long as taxes were paid. As W. Miller 
mentioned, 10> after the conquest of Constantinople, Sultan Mehmet II had 
admitted and even protected their communal autonomy long since the Byzan
tine Era. Under this policy the most important function of kocabasz was to 

mediate between Ottoman authority and Greek inhabitants, in particular, 
with the assessment and collection of taxes which should be paid by the 
entire inhabitants to cover the expenditure needed for the promotion of the 
district administration. This function of kocabasz was similar to a'yiin's in 
the Turkish society.11> As already mentioned above, after the local adminis
trations had been transformed to the magistrate government, kocabaszs, either 
allied with or confronted with a'yiins, had succeeded to strengthen their 
social influence over Greek elements. In the Morea where the population 
of Turkish immigrants was not very large, a'yiins could not constitute a very 
solid force. In contrast, kocabaszs had made remarkable growth. However 
kocabaszs, as so many Turkish archival documents show, abused their position 
for personal profits, such as the illegal occupation of land and overassessment 
of the tax-registers.12> 

A firman document sent by the sultan to the mutesellim of Morea and 
the niiib of the Tripolic;;:e district in January 1770, reveals the contents of the 
protest of the Greek inhabitants pertaining malpractices of their kocabasz, 
Karlo Uluyorgi as follows: 13> 

1) Uluyorgi had enriched himself by using his privilege as a kocabasz for four 
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to five years, 
2) he had smuggled certain prohibited commodities for export to Europe, 

3) although he had been arrested as a result of the above mentioned smuggle, 

he had succeeded to set himself free by using his fiscal power, 

4) he had illegally collected some 30 to 40 kise akr;e (15,000-20,000 piastres) 

under the pretext of the repairs and ornaments of his mansion being used 

as the office of kocabasz, 

5) he also had illegally collected some 70 to 80 kise akr;e (35,000-40,000 

piastres) for the payment of the special wartime tax. 

Expanding a paragraph for kocabaszs, Siileyman Penah mentions about 

the elections of kacabaszs as follows: 

"In every district two to four kocabaszs, according to necessity, should 

be appointed on the Rftz-z Hzzzr Day (6 May) annually with a proof 

delivered by the Islamic Law Court, and 250 kurus should be paid to 

each kocabasz to ·finance the amount from the district treasury annually. 

This appointment should be done in agreement with all of the inhabit

ants of the district. Their office should not be held beyond a year, and 

they should be dismissed from their office on every Rftz-z Hzzzr Day, and 

the other individuals should be appointed instead of them, even if all of 

the inhabitants living in the district would express their satisfaction with 

their kocabaszs. A kocaba$Z should not hold his office beyond a year. 

If it became necessary to appoint the same person who had already been 

appointed to the office before, he should not be appointed without the 

passing of five years. As a result of this method of appointment, kocabaszs 

would not joint for their profits, and they would not save their fortune 

by squeezing money and property from inhabitants. Because they are 

necessarily dismissed from the office at the end of the year."14 l 

Siileyman Penah thus made clear the evil influence caused by a long-term 

appointment and the advantages of the one-year appointment method. This 

opinion carries some resemblance to the Muhsin-zade Mehmet Pa§a's policy 

for the appointment of a'yiinlz"k during his first Grand Vezirate (1765-1768) 

preceding the Russo-Turkish War of I 768-1774, and it also corresponds with 

the centralization policy of local administrations in the Tanzimat Era.15l 

In spite of Siileyman Penah's warning, having found their profits in the 

weakness of the central government, kocaba$ZS had saved their fortune and 

had increased their influence on the Greek inhabitants. They were not conse

quently anti-Ottoman. However they were inspired at the same time by the 

thought of Nationalism in Europe through their commercial activities with 

Europe. As a result they had been put into an ambivalent situation. 
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4. The Role of Kocaba~is in the Rebellion 

After the political relations with the Ottoman Empire had turned worse 
around the problem of "Division of Poland", Katharine II strengthened 
the Baltic fleet stationed at Kronstad harbor to prepare for the coming war 
against the Ottoman Empire, and she sent numerous espionage missions to 
Montenegro, Morea, the Crete Island and the other areas of the Balkans to 
incite the Christian inhabitants to rebel against Ottoman rule. In Morea, 
among these espionage missions Papasoglu (Gregorios Papadopoulos) was the 
most conspicuous in making arrangements for the rebellion. He was a Greek 
living at Petersburg, and had been promoted to the officer of a Russian 
bombardier corps.16 ) Coming to the peninsula, he incited Greeks through a 
Greek, Benaki, who at once began to organize the Greek fighting troops and 
informed Papasoglu that if the Russian fleet came to the Morea, some ten 
thousand Greeks will uprise.17> It is Benakis Panayotti Mpenakis who was 
the highest Greek leader of the rebellion. According to G. Finley, Benaki 
was the richest man in the peninsula, and had great influence as the mono
polistic exporter of the goods produced in the Maina region. 18 ) A Tukish 
archival document shows Benaki as a wealthy landowner having six big 
farms (r;iftliks) in the Kalamata district and its environs.19 l A report sent 
from the mutesellim of Morea to the Topkap1 Palace reported; "the leader 
of this uprising is Benaki who is a kocaba$Z of the Kalamata district, and 
Katharine II had sent a letter appointing him as a general of the Russian 
army."20 ) 

The rebellion began in February I 770 with the attack on the Koron 
fortress, and in this operation Benaki commanded some four thousand 
Greeks.21 l Mizistre (Mistra), Modon and Londar (Leondari) fortresse~ were 
also attacked by rebel forces simultaneously. Out of these attacks we will 
examine the case of Mizistre. Mizistre was attacked by a force of sixty 
thousand commanded by Antonios Psaros and Barkof.22 ) In this city approxi
mately 1,500 Muslims inhabited as the majority. But the kocaba$Z of this 
city had kept in advance two hundred Greeks in his house in secrecy. While 
the city was attacked by rebel forces, these Greeks also assailed simultaneously, 
leaving the Muslims in a difficult position. As a result, an armistice was con
cluded between rebel forces and the Muslims, forcing the Muslims to width.draw 
in peace from the city, surrendering all their weapons. Hence the Turks had 
left their weapons by Husein Bey's order, a chief a'yan of the city, but ap
proximately two hundred Arvanians living in the city resisted surrendering 
their weapons and insisted on fighting to their death. In the midst of this 
confusion, Huseyin Bey and Yusuf Bey were killed, and another a'yan 
Hamdullah Bey was captured.23 l According to other documents, most of 
sipiihis in the city were also killed during the battle.24 l After the battle, 
A. Orlof, the commander-in-chief of the Russian army entered the city, and 
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declared exaggerately that Greeks were at long last liberated from the Turkish 

domination.25) It is said that an independent government was organized by 

the leadership of bishops and kocaba$ZS as well as three thousand Manyots 

were appointed as guardsmen.26) 

Nevertheless, it must be taken into consideration that all kocaba$ZS 

did not necessarily take the leadership of the rebellion. Some kocaba$ZS 

hesitated or even opposed to participate, though they had been inspired by 

Russian agents. Some informed the government the activities of these agents. 

For instance, Si.ileyman Penah describes the kocaba$z of the Kalavrita city 

named Zaimoglu as follows: 

"A famous kocaba$Z of the Kalavrita city, Zaimoglu, sent a letter to the 

miltesellim, and said, "you do not fear from our reiiyiis (Christians)~ 

please be at ease. If some one participate in the rebellion, I will kill 

him by myself."27) 

Siileyman Penah also says: 

"The above mentioned kotaba$Z, Zaimoglu, had pretended to support 

the rebellion, for he had been fearful of Th. Orlof (younger brother of 

A. Orlof) and reiiyiis. He had not, in fact, agreed subconsciously with the 

rebellion. Before the Kalavrita city was attacked, having thought that 

"some precautions will be made against the rebellion, and someone will 

listen to my warning", he had been staying with the miltesellim at 

Tripoli<;;:e. After having lost any hope, he escaped to Kalavrita on the 

night the rebellion broke out."28) 

The same author also describes about Zaimoglu's behaviors upon re

turning to Kalavrita as follows: 

"Some 150 Muslims had lived at Kalavrita. When the rebel forces at

tacked the city, Zaimoglu came from his village to the city, and mediated 

between Muslims and the rebel forces to conclude an armistice between 

them, according to which the Muslims left from the city upon surrender

ing their weapons. After the armistice was concluded, while preparing 

for some boats to transport Muslims to Salona located on the opposite 

side of a strait, Zaimoglu supplied them with water and food, and then 

put Muslims in a monastery. After these arrangement were made, al

though he was requested by Th. Orlof and Greeks to participate in the 

rebellion and to attack the city of Tripoli<;;:e by leading the Greeks of 

the Kalavrita city, he spent the time on one pretext or another, and did 

not go to Tripoli<;;:e."20) 
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The above mentioned evidence proves that Zaimoglu originally had no 

intention to participate in the rebellion, though we do not have any proof 
as to why he was, in conclusion, exiled by the Ottoman government from the 
Morea peninsula after the rebellion collapsed. Siileyman Penah also describes 
no few kocabaiZ had informed the miltesellim at Tripolis:e, by saying" Rus
sians are inciting the rebellion, so it is doubtless that Greeks will uprise and 
Russians will come to Morea. Please inform our warning to the sultan."30 ) 

This fact shows that kocabaiz could not fall into step to rebel against 
Ottoman rule, which was one of the main reasons that the rebellion failed. 

5. The Role of A 'yiins in Suppressing the Rebellion 

The news concerning the rebellion had reached to the Ottoman govern
ment as soon as it had broken out. Sultan Mustafa III immediately appointed 
Muhsin-zade Mehmet Pa§a as the commander-in-chief of the Morea Peninsula 

with extensive authority as well as the governorship. Hiisamettin Pa§a was 
also appointed on 26 April, I 770 as the admiral of the Ottoman Armada to 
prepare a fleet of some 30 battleships, and was· ordered to set out to Morea 

as soon as possible. The Ottoman fleet however could not depart from 
Istanbul until 6 May, I 770, when the rebellion was almost suppressed. As 
a result, the Ottoman fleet was of no use during the suppression of the 
rebellion.31 ) 

As for Muhsin-zade Mehmet Pa§a, the former Grand Vizier,32 ) he had 
once been dismissed from his office for his opposition against the declaration 
of war with Russia and had been exiled to the Midilli Island. He had been 
reinstated to the Ottoman political stage by an appointment as the commander 
of the Anaboli fortress in July 1769. As soon as arriving at Morea, he had 
done his best to restore the fortress and to station the guardsmen but in vain, 
as we have already mentioned. 

The rebellion had been developing rapidly. Mehmet Pa§a who had been 
well informed that there was no sufficient army in the Morea for suppression 
was determined to request the cooperation of a'yiins living in Thessaly and 
Macedonia, north of the Morea Peninsula. The plan was to send the merce
nary troops recruited within their districts. Therefore Mehmet Pa§a requested 

permission to the sultan to accept his idea, on one hand, and sent letters to 
the a'yiins ordering to report urgently with their mercenary soldiers to the 
city of Tripolis:e on the other.33) As a result influential a'yans, such as Bey

zade Yusuf Aga of izdin, Ali Age of <;atalca and ismail Aga of Yeni§ehir 
(Larissa), responded to his letters and reached Tripolis:e with their forces at 
once. This arrangement taken by Mehmet Pa§a was truely conducted with 
good timing. Because, before receiving Mehmet Pa§a's letters, these a'yans had 

already been ordered and completed the preparation to be mobilized to the 
battle front along the Danube River, which had been the main battle field 
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throughout the Russo-Turkish war.34> This fact made possible for them to 

start quickly to the Morea front, and consequently to succeed in suppressing 

the rebellion. However this was not a mere coincidence. It had been obvious 

to Mehmet Pa§a's eyes through the experience of his first Grand Vezirate that 

these mercenary forces should be recruited by a'yiins which would be composed 

of the most reliable core in the Ottoman army corps during the war rather 

than the dege'nerating regular army corps composed of sipiihis and yenir;eris. 

A messenger sent by Hasan Efendi, mutesellim of Morea, reported to 

the sultan about these a'yiins' activities at that time as follows (see appendix): 

"Some four to five thousand Muslim soldiers are stationed now at 

Tripofa;;:e. By chance I met with <;atalcah Ali Aga, commander of one 

thousand soldiers (binba§z) at Livadiye, a halting-place three or four 

day's journey away from Tripoli<;e, He had started to Morea with some 

1,500 powerful soldiers, 80 yuk (cargo) munitions of war (cebhiine) and 

120 yuk of hard biscuit (peksimed). I also met with izdinli Bey-zade's 

troop of 400 soldiers near the Mora-derbendi (the Morea-pass). They had 

started to Morea. At Yeni§ehir, seven troops of volunteer soldiers had 

been recruited, each of which had been composed of 100 to 150 soldiers 

whom ismail Aga had commanded and set out to Morea. I met with 

them at the suburb of Yeni§ehir, at a distance of one hour."35 l 

Apart from these troops, firmans had been sent to the a'yiins of such 

districts as Salonika, Rado§, Kolonya, Kesriye, Horpe§te and Sangolii (see 

map). A force of approximately 10,000 soldiers had thus concentrated at 

Tripoli<;e just before the battle of Tripoli<;e on 9 April. G. Finley estimates 

the number of forces gathered at Tripoli<;e as 6,000 and Sadullah Enveri as 

11,500, of which forces the majority were occupied by mercenary soldiers 

recruited by a'yiins.36> We may therefore call these forces as "the allied forces 

of a'yans" as our interpretation. The estimated numbers and the commanding 

a'yans of each forces were as follows: 

Place recruited 

Yeni§ehir 

<,;atalca 
Yeni§ehir 
Tirhala 
izdin 
Florina 

Commander 

M iiderris Osman 

Ali Aga 
ismail Aga 

Nimeti Bey 
Bey-zade Yusuf 

Elha<; Veli 

Estimated number of soldiers 

1,500 
1,500 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 

Total 7,000 

A. Orlof sent approximately 15,000 soldiers under the Psaros's command 

to Tripoli<;e.37> Tripoli<;e had been firmly guarded as the administrative 
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center of the Morea province; moreover, the above mentioned "allied forces 
of a'yans" had already reached there before the rebel forces had attacked. 

The battle of Tripoli<;e was· opened at five in the morning of 9th day 
of April 1770. Only after 30 minutes from the opening of the battle, the 
rebel forces began to desert leaving some 2,000 corpses, and from this moment, 
changing their position, the Ottoman side got the superiority. Some bishops 
and monks were executed by Mehmet Pa§a's order for being suspected of their 
cooperation with the rebels.38> 

After the defeat, one part of the rebels attacked Balyabadra (Patras) and 
Gaston, but Ali Pa§a, the mutasarrzf of Salonika, reached the location quickly 
and repulsed them. The other parts of rebels· retreated in the direction 
of Maina and Anavarin. A 'yiins were sent there with the mercenary soldiers, 
and fortresses were liberated one after another as in the case of Arkadiya, 
Mizistre, Anavarin (Navarino), Kalamata, Enderuse and Ni§i. Being informed 
of these defeats which had resulted as the failure of the rebellion, A. Orlof 
escaped with Benaki, other kocabaftS and bishops to the Russian fleet com
manded by Elfinston and left the Morea peninsula. The Ottoman fleet 
appeared at last to Morea just at this moment.39 > 

· 6. The Ottoman Policies after the Rebellion was suppressed 

As an initial act, after the rebellion was suppressed, Muhsin-zade Mehmet 
Pa§a confiscated the fiefs (timiirs) of sipiihis and guardsmen who did not take 
up arms in the battle field, and redistributed them to the soldiers who 
distinguished themselves in the battles. This policy was a traditional method 
under the timar system in the Empire. However the transfer of fiefs was 
not promoted smoothly. Consequently it can not be said that the Ottoman 
control.• was firmly re-established by this method. The problem had existed 
in the general degeneration of the timar system itself.40) 

Some kocaba$ZS and Greeks who participated in the rebellion had 
abandoned their villages and towns, and the government promulgated to 
confiscate their land and other properties. Numerous letters petitioning 
the sultan's mercy, however, were sent one after another from the Greek 
inhabitans in each districts to the government. For example, a letter sent 
by the inhabitants of the Maina region with the signature of the kocaba§z, 
Yorgaki, proposed the following promises on the condition of their p.etition 
to be accepted: 41> 

I) to obey unconditionally to every viilis appointed, 
2) to pay all taxes including the poll-tax and the tithe with some additional 
payments, 
3) to surrender all weapons possessed, 
4) to deny entry to Rusians and Russian vessels at Morea, 
5) to deny entry to their villages to .any kocabafzs or captains who had par-
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ticipated in the rebellion and had been exiled from the peninsula, 

6) to yield hostages as a sign of loyalty, 

7) to obey to every tax-collectors appointed, 

8) to deny entry to vessels from the Malta Island, 

9) to pay 15,000 kuru$ (piastre) to the sultan in case the above mentioned 

promises are not fulfilled, 
The government accepted all of these petitions and proclaimed a general 

amnesty by a firman sent to the commander-in-chief, Muhsin-zade Mehmet 

Pa§a, on 31 May, 1770.42) Contrary to this generosity, the government treated 

the kocaba$ZS who had organized the rebellion, without mercy by confiscating 

all their 9iftliks, gardens, buildings and other properties, and even prohibited 

them to retur:n not only to their villages, but also to the peninsula.43 ) A 

Turkish document counted these kocabaJzs who were prohibited to return to 

Morea, as kocaba$ZS of Balyabadra, Kalavrita, Gordos, Kalamata and Mizistre. 

This document proves that these kocabaJzs were suspec.ted to organize the 

rebellion and that, of these kocabaJzs, Benaki was confiscated by the State 

Treasury (Beytill-miil) four 9if tliks named Maliyokasro, Kalmikov, Ligolin 

and Kalinardi in the Kalama ta district, and two 9if tliks named Dinavolic and 

Garihne in the Enderuse district. The locations, scales and contents of all 

these 9iftliks are unfortunately unknown.44) Furthermore, many properties in 

the possession of Greeks who had fled or died during the rebellion were also 

confiscated by the government. In the Mizistre district, for instance, such 

properties were confiscated, as land, houses, gardens, hans (inns or large com

mercial buildings), mills, shops, 9zjtliks and horses, and they were granted 

to Shayh al-Islam ivaz Pa§a-zade ibrahim Efendi who had been holding the 

miilikiine taxfarming rights of this district.45 ) 

As we mentioned above, one of the reasons for the success in suppressing 

the rebellion in such a short duration should be contributed to Muhsin-zade 

Mehmet Pa§a's policy to request the cooperation of a'yiins in Thessaly and 

Macedonia. Therefore Muhsin-zade, later, in his second Grand Vezirate, 

recommended to the sultan these a'yiins for their promotion to the vezirate. 

Of these a'yiins, Miiderris Osman Efendi of Yeni§ehir and Ali Aga of <;;atalca 

were appointed one after the other to the governorship on the Morea 

province, and thus they were promoted to the rank of the high official within 

the Empire bureaucracy.46) 

As Mehmet Pa§a himself had confessed in his letter4n sent to Sultan 

Mustafa III, the insufficiency of the regular army corps composed of. sipahis 

and yeni9eris would have been revealed through the war. Muhsin-zade 

Mehmet Pa§a had therefore done his best to make up an armistice with 

Russia as soon as he was appointed to the Grand Vezirate, he sent numerous 

letters requesting influential a'yiins in Anatolia and the Balkans to come with 

their mercenary forces to. the Danube River front. As a result of this policy, 

the class of a'yans obtained firm social influence in each provinces in Anatolia 
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and the Balkans after the war. From this point of view, the suppression 
process of this rebellion which occured at the beginning of the war clearly 
made the situation of the military forces of the Ottoman Empire foreseeable 
in the near future.48> 

There remains a question pertaining the composition of "the allied 
forces of a'yiins". Who were the mercenary soldiers of these troops? Among 
many sort of men, the main.body of these soldiers was composed by Arvanian 
mercenaries. After "the allied forces of a'yiins" began to pursue the rebels 
after the victory at Tripoli~e, the situation turned into pillage. Having 
proclaimed a general amnesty, the government tried to protect Greeks who 
had recently promised to obey the government, but it was in vain. Muhsin
zade Mehmet Pa§a, the commander-in-chief of Morea at the time, sent a letter 
on 31 August, 1770 to the Grand Vezier, and requested for assistance as 
follows: 49 ) 

"Coming to Morea following one after another, Arvanian soldiers arrested 
Greeks who recently pledged their obedience to the government. So far 
as I have stayed in this province as the governor, the coming of these 
Arvanians will never stop, and they will continue to do everything they 
wish. (ellipsis) Please appoint me to another place as soon as possible." 

This pillage by the Arvanian mercenaries in the entire peninsula brought 
a serious issue to the Turkish history. Escaping from their pillage; many 
Greeks were forced to immigrate, crossing the Aegean Sea to Western Anatolia, 
where influential a'yiins, like the Karaosmanogullan family, had been manag
ing many riftliks or sheep-sheds (agzl) and had been seeking for workers there. 
The Greek immigrants had learned that jobs as share-croppers in riftliks or 
shepherds in sheep-sheds, or other jobs in towns as merchants or artisans were 
available.50 ) Later, in October 1777, the government, sending firmans to the 
kadzs of Manisa, Aydm and izmir provinces in Western Anatolia, tried to 
force these Greek immigrants back to ·Morea from these provinces. 51 ) These 
firman documents proved that the ceaseless immigrations of Greeks had con
tinued. As for Greek immigration to Western Anatolia in general, it may 
had gradually occured since the later half of the 17th century. However the 
situation of Morea after the rebellion would give great impetus to these 
population movements, and the Greek population in Western Anatolia had 
continuously increased, and this fact would become one of the reasons of the 
Turkish-Greek War after the First World War. 

7. Concluding remarks 

In this paper, we tried to suggest the following points through the 
Turkish historical sources. 
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I) The actual state of Turkish rule over the Morea Peninsula had been a 

system of Magistrate Government led by local notables. In Morea, how

ever, where the number of Turkish immigrants was not very large, the 

Turkish notables (a'yiins) could not accordingly constitute a very solid force. 

In contrast, the Greek notables (kocabaszs) had made a rather remarkable 

growth, and the rebellion was carried out on their initiative. 

2) It was the a'yiins of Macedonia and Thessaly that applied themselves to 

putting down the rebellion. The rebellion therefore ran its course in the 

form of confrontation between the Greek and Turkish notable. 

3) After all, the kocabaszs, a compared with the a'yiins which had united 

in fighting to preserve their established economical interests, failed to present 

a united front against Ottoman rule. Some kocabaszs, in particular living in 

the inner part of the peninsula opposed to participate in the rebellion. This 

situation resulted in the failure of the rebellion. 

4) Some a'yans who had greatly contributed to suppress the rebellion were 

promoted to the vezirate through the recommendation of M uhsin-zade Mehmet 

Pa§a, a commander-in-chief of the Morea Province at the time and later 

Grand Vizier of the Empire. This situation was also a typical case to the rise 

of a'yiins, in general in the Ottoman politics after the Russo-Turkish War. 

5) After the rebellion was suppressed the peninsula became a place of the 

pillage by Arvanians who were hired by a'ycins as soldiers of "the allied forces 

of a'yiins", and many Greeks were forced to immigrate to Western Anatolia. 

This resulted in the "Greekification" of the area. 

6) Although the rebellion had failed, as a result, the event lent an initial 

impetus to the movements for national independe,nce which evolved after 1821. 
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